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Growingup

Bringin' bacon
UCF students help
build 'Backdoor Pig'

Young Knights' squad makes leaps,
bounds to C-USA title -sEESPORTs,As
C
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Aman who bolted antlers to the
head of a dead doe and posed for a
photograph with the deer was fined
$400 and jailed for game violations.
Marcel Fournier, 19,shotthe deer the
evening of Nov. ll and used lag bolts
and epoxy to attach a 10-point rack,
officials said

frat Beta
'fltetaPi
Sexual battery complaint
starts UCF investigation

I

KARI WILBERG

l.

News Editor

SUPPLIES

BRIAN LAWDERMILK / ASSOCIATED PRESS

UCF's Leah Paige, right, and Angelica Mealing embrace·after the Knights won their first (onference USA Championship on March 8 in New Orleans.
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Breaking
news on
yourcell

Get UCF news sent to your cell
phone. Just text the keyword
UCFNEWS to 44636.

AROUND CAMPUS,A2

UCF CLOTHESLINE
PROJECT HOLDING
TRAINING COURSE
<

(.

Students who would like to
volunteer or coniplete servicelearning hours by participating in
the UCF Clothesline Project must
attend a training course on
Tuesday at 4:30 p.m.

LOCAL & STATE, A2

POLICE: MAN KILLS
4ATGATHERING
AND THEN SELF

t

Aman shot four people at a
gathering early Sunday, then went
home and killed himself, police
said.The man may have been
upset because his wife had left
him, according to an official.

Women's basketball team
heads to NCAA tournament
PADRICK BREWER
Sports Editor

The UCF women's basketball team will find out
tonight where and against whom they will be dancing
when ESPN airs its NCAA Tournament selection
show at 7 p.m.
Nearly a week after claiming their first Conference
USA title, the Knights will head to the NCAA Tournament for the third time in school history and first
since 1999, and head coach Joi Williams could not be
happier.
"It sounds wonderful, and it feels even better,"
Williams said of being conference champs and having
the opportunity to continue the season.
ESPN's Charlie Creme, who predicts which teams
will make the women's tournament and where they
will be seeded, had UCF as a 15 seed in his most recent
update early Sunday morning.
But Williams said that, while she does not get too
involved in predicting where her team will end up,
she thinks the ranking represents_the low end of

DEPUTY MUST BURY
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Adeputy who joined the pursuit
of a rampaging gunman now
faces the grim task of burying two
of his own family members.
Funerals were set for deputy
Joshua Myer's wife and son.
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expectations for the Knights.
Williams said UCF could be anywhere between a
12 and a 15 seed and that one thing she was trying to
have her team focus on was being prepared to face a
school that routinely makes trips to the NCAA Tournament.
The Knights will most likely face a tournament

Computers' lives
stretched for use
BILLIE JO ILES
Contributing Writer

NATION & WORLD,A4

RAYMA JENKINS / CENTRALFLORIDA FUTURE

UCF forward Amber Kirkpatrick, seen here on March 1 against UAB,
averaged 6.25 points and S rebounds per game during the tournament.

In labs and classrooms
throughout the UCF's campus,
computers
have
become an essential part of
the education process.
They make new methods of
teaching possible, and they
provide access to the world
of evolving technology.
But computers don't last
forever.
The average life cycle of
a UCF computer is about
five years, according to
John 'Iurner,
systems
administrator for the College of Arts and Humanities. Once a computer is out
of warranty, the cost of
maintenance and repairs
adds up.
While some colleges are
able to replace their computers every three to five
years, others are not as fortunate.

'I don't think

•
anyone 1s
surplusing good
machines right
now; they're
definitely
holding onto
them.'
-

J.P. PETERS

TECHNOLOGY DIRECTOR FOR THE
COLLEGE OF SCIENCES

"Some colleges have less
money and therefore less
ability to purchase new
computers, so their life
cycles may range from five
to seven years," Turner
said "Usually when it gets
beyond five years-if the
PLEASE SEE
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The fraternity Beta Theta Pi is
on interim suspension after the
university received police reports
alleging misconduct by some
members at the fraternity's national headquarters November.
A notice sent out by Grant Heston of UCF News & Information
said police reports showed investigations of sexual battery committed by a few members of the fraternity. The complainant has not
pressed criminal charges against
the members.
According to the notice, interim
suspension p:rohibits students
from coming to campus with the
exception of attending classes, taking tests and medical appointments.
Jud Horras, executive director
of the national Beta Theta Pi organization, said fewer than five of the
70 UCF Beta Theta P i members
present at the Oxford, Ohio meeting were involved in this misconduct. The UCF chapter has a total ·
of 120 members.
"The
interim
suspension
process also is addressing alleged
incidents related to alcohol-related
misconduct, harmful behavior,
theft/disregard for property, disorderly conduct and falsification of
information," the notice stated.
Horras said members who damaged property had to pay for the
restitution of fixing the property
and were suspended from the fraternity for their undergraduate
career.
Heston said a hearing will be
held within the next couple of
weeks to determine the chapter's
penalties. He said according to The
Golden Rule Student Handbook,
the chapter could be removed from
campus. The handbook also states
that students involved could be
expelled from the university.
PLEASESEE
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Plancher family files suit
KARI WILBERG &
JILLIAN KROTKI

, WRONGFUL

News Editor & Staff Writer

The family of former
UCF football player
Ereck Plancher filed a
wrongful death lawsuit
against the UCF Board of
Trustees and the UCF
Athletics
Association
last week.
A statement sent out
by UCF News and Information Assistant Vice
President Grant Heston
stated, "While the lawsuit limits what the university can say, what we
know to date about the
March 18 workout indicates that coaches and
staff acted appropriately.
Per university policy,
UCF will not discuss
specifics about the lawsuit."
On March 18, 2008,
Plancher collapsed during a strength and conditioning drill called "mat
drills" being supervised

DEATH

THE TAKING OF THE UFE OFAN
INDIVIDUAL RESUL11NG FROM
THE WILLFUL OR NEGLIGENT
ACTOFANOTHERPERSONOR
PERSONS.

Plancher

by coach George O'Leary
and other staff. When
police arrived, Plancher
was unconscious. Police
performed CPR, but
Plancher was later pronounced dead at Florida
Hospital in East Orlando.
An autopsy report
later
revealed
that
Plancher's death was due
to sickle-cell trait aggravated by the workout.
PLEASE SEE

UCF ON AS

If a person is killed because of
the wrongful conduct of a
person or persons, the
decedent's heirs and other
beneficiaries may file a
wrongful death action against
those responsible for the
decedent's death. This area of
Tort Law is governed by statute.
Wrongful death statutes vary
from state to state, but in
general they define who may
sue for wrongful death and
what, if any, limits may be
applied to an award of
damages.
-
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News and notices for
the UCF community

Clothesline training course
Students who would
like to volunteer or complete service learning
hours by participating in
the UCF Clothesline Project must attend a training
course. The course takes
place at 4:30 p.m. on Tuesday and will take place at
Victim
Services
on
Research Parkway.
The Clothesline Project is a Massachusettsbased organization that
addresses
violence
against
women
and
encourages
them
to
express themselves.
For more information
contact Charlotte Hewkin
at 407-823-4747 or by e-mail
atchewkin@maiLucf.edu

Want to join the Air Force?
The U.S. Air Force will
be having an information
session at Career Services.
The session will be on
Tuesday from 5 to 6 p.m.
at the Ferrell Commons
185-C. All candidates who
have a scheduled interview with the Air Force
must attend this session.
For more information
contact Career Services at
407-823-2361 or by e-mail
at career@mail.ucf.edu

Cards for a cause with VUCF
Volunteer UCF is making cards for the sick.
Card making will take
place
on
Tuesday
between 5 and 7:30 p.m. at
the
Student
Union.
Snacks will be provided.
For more information
contact Deanna Oberle at
407-823-6471 or by e-mail at
ucf_health@maiLucf.edu

Keep local with headlines

you may have missed

Police: Man kills 4, self at a
gathering in Miami Sunday
MIAMI - A man shot
four people to death at a
family gathering. early Sunday, then went home and
killed himself, police said.
The man may have been
upset because his wife had
left him, according to a sergeant with the Miami
Police Department's homicide division.
Officers got a call shortly after midnight that
numerous shots had been
fired and a red pickup
truck had been spotted
leaving the scene. They
arrived and found four
bodies.
Juan Sosa, who lives a
block away, was out walking his dog early Sunday
when he heard two shots
,and saw people running
toward him, screaming.
Then he heard as many as
two dozen more shots and
ducked behind a large tree
to call police.
"I didn't want to get hit;'
he said.
Soon after, someone
called 911 to say a building
about three miles away was
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FIRST fuses robotics and are competiton

Vol 41, Issue 27 • 14 Pages

AMANDA WELCH
News Editor

Six robots take their places on the field, and the arena seats explode with excitement. Cheers
and drum beats rock through the crowd as beach balls and balloons soar above their heads.
On Friday and Saturday, hundreds packed the UCF Arena for the FIRST Regional Robotics
Competition. FIRST, For Inspiration and Recognition of Science and Technology, pits teams of
middle school and high school-aged students
against one another in high-energy, high-tech
robot games each year.
'We got more bacon than a pig could handle!" cheered local team Exploding Bacon.
dressed in orange and white.
The students from a dozen area schools constructed Backdoor Pig, a 120-pound orange
robot, in six weeks earlier this year under the
guidance of 15 UCF students.
Freshman engineering major Stephanie
Badame said she devoted all of her spare time
to help build the complex machine.
'We meet every day during the six weeks
CHRISTINA DEPARIS / CENTRAL FLDRIDA FUTURE
because you're never done," she said. "You can
Secondary school students compete at the FIRST Robotics Competition.
never finish something like this in six weeks."
The theme ''Lunacy" was chosen this year to
commemorate. the 40th anniversary of the lunar landing, said Mike Walker, a senior engineering
major and spokesman for the competition.
At the beginning of the match. Backdoor Pig glided freely across the floor, independent of any
operator. It devoured "moon rocks" - balls woven from strips of colored foam - and shot them
from its top into baskets tacked onto the rears of the other five robots. After 15 seconds and a
robot-jam centerfield, the students on the other side of Plexiglas panes take control of the robots.
Some Exploding Bacon team members maneuver Backdoor Pig across the slippery floors,
which combined with the special wheels provided to competitors were made to simulate the
surface of the moon. Others threw the moon
rocks at the robots from the perimeter of the
field, as the robots collided like bumper cars to
dump the balls into competitors' baskets.
Every year there is a different game, but the
same process, Walker said.
In January, teams received starter kits that
contain details about that year's game, Walker
said. Until then, they are kept in the dark about
what the rules of the game will be. From that
point, they had six weeks to build the robot.
This year, Exploding Bacon effectively
hijacked a three-bedroom house, filling it with
robot parts and busy workers, Badame said.
CHRISTINA DEPARIS / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
"The living room was robotics. The garage
FIRST teams have six weeks to build specialized robots for the competition.
was robotics. The back porch was robotics," she
said Around the clock. Badame said there were
between 10 and 40 people working there at a time.
This is the seventh year that the UCF Arena has hosted the FIRST regional robotics competition, Walker said.
The energy and effort put into competitions inspire students to learn. said senior finance major
Barry Bohnsack. Bohnsack competed in high school, but now volunteers ~ an announcer.
''When you look up at the stands, you can see everyone cheering for their team." he said. "And
they're cheering in a competition based off academics."
The students are encouraged to dress up in
team colors, wigs, capes, anything they can
think of: to bring life to the games.
But it's not just spirit that drives the competition; it can get costly. Backdoor Pig cost
$58,000.
So year-round, Exploding Bacon team members raise money, said Katie Austin, a freshman
at Winter Park High School
For one fundraiser, team members stuck
paper pig cut-outs attached to plastic sticks into
the front yards of houses, then leave packets of
information asking residents to pay for them to
remove the pigs.
They also sell little bug robots called hexCHRISTINA DEPARIS / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
Supporters dress up to cheer on their team during the two-day event.
bots at school bazaars, Austin said
After several matches spanning the two days,
Exploding Bacon was eliminated in quarterfinals Saturday.
But there's always next year, Badame said And the next.
"It's had such a big impact on me, I don't even know if I can stop it," she said.
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Qualified Freshmen/Sophomore students enrolled in Air
Force ROTC can apply for available scholarships .

Services Services Include:

Incentives • Up to $15,000 tuition per year
include· • $900 in textbooks reimbursement
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on fire and more shots had
been fired. That's officials
found the alleged gunman
dead.
Police did not release
the names of those who
died because family members hadn't been notified.

Woman injured in deputy
aash gets $9.4 million
PORT RICHEY - A
judge has ruled that the
Pasco County Sheriff's
Office should pay $9.14 million to a woman who sustained permanent brain
damage from a crash with a
deputy.
A judge ruled Friday
that Deputy Kenneth
Petrillo was negligent in
the January 2005 crash. He
had been chasing a suspected drunken driver
when he followed through
a red light and hit Jennifer
Wohlgemuth's car. The
crash sent five people to
the hospital. Wohlgemuth's
attorney says the 25-yearold woman's brain injury
has left her unable to care
for herself.

,,.
DOTHAN EAGLE/ ASSOCIATED PRESS

Murray Wise, left, looks at a photo of his wife, Tracy, held by Melissa Stinson
during a press conference on the steps of his Samson, Ala. home Thursday.

Deputy who chased Ala. gunman must bury loved ones

SAMSON, Ala A
deputy who joined the pursuit of a rampaging gunman
now faces the grim task of
burying two ofhis own family members.
Funerals were set Sunday in Geneva for deputy
Joshua Myers' 31-year-old
wife, Andrea, and their 19month-old daughter, Corrine Gracy, two of the 10
people Michael McLendon
killed during a 24-mile
shooting spree before he
turned the gun on himself
Orlando man arrested for
last week.
string of bank robberies
The Myers' other daughORLANDO - Police in
ter,
3-month old Ella, was
Orlando say they've arrestinjured by shrapnel but sured a man for a string of
vived. She was released
Florida bank robberies.
from Sacred Heart ChilAuthorities say 46-yeardren's Hospital in Pensacoold Robert McLemore had
la, Fla, on Thursday after
been hiding out after robthe shrapnel and a blood
bing four banks over just a
clot were removed from her
few .days earlier in the
leg.
week, but officers found
Joe Newsome, an emerhim at an Orlando-area
gency medical technician,
home Friday night.
Police say they found - was sent to the porch in a
quiet Samson neighborevidence from the robhood where Andrea Myers,
beries during the arrest,
her daughter and three
and the case will be turned
other people were shot
over to the FBI for federal
Tuesday. He said being
prosecution.
called to an emergency and
Authorities
say
then
fmding out loved ones
McLemore robbed two
are among the victims is
Orlando banks, one Wmter
unthinkable for a first
Park bank and one Tampa
responder.
bank.
"I can't even imagine it, I
He was being held withcannot,"
he said. "I wished I
out bail.
could so I can be there for
him more, but I can't imag- ASSOCIATED PRESS
ine what it would be like."
Authorities said McLendon, 28, was apparently
depressed over his failures
in life.

HIGHER
EDUCATION

Militants' rural hideouts new
focus for US. in Iraq cities
BAGHDAD
U.S.
troops will focus on attacking insurgent supply routes
and rural hideouts after
combat troops withdraw
from Baghdad and other
Iraqi cities by the end of
June, a senior U.S. commander said Sunday.
Brig. Gen. Frederick
Rudesheim, a deputy commander of U.S. forces in
Baghdad, said the shift from
the cities to large bases outside will help make the capital safer because U.S.
troops can go after militants
at the source: The countryside where they plan their
attacks and load up on guns
and bombs.
Rudesheim spoke a
week after two separate suicide attacks killed more
than 60 people in the Baghdad area, raising new concerns about the readiness of
Iraqi forces to take over
their own security.
"I want to leave it very
clear that there's no cessation
of combat operations" after
June 30, Rudesheim told
reporters in Baghdad's heavily guarded Green Zone.
'We understand that
we're going to have the vast
majority of our formations
moving out of the city proper and moving to the rural
belts:' he said
'We're talking about an
enemy that tries to establish
itself in rural areas and
establish support zones in
the rural areas around Baghdad ... and from there conducts operations into the
more urban areas" of the
capital, he added
-
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What's in the news at
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Fans greet Knights

Senate panel removes
money for college takeover

•
•
•
•

SANTA FE - A nearly
$5.5 billion budget measure
is heading to the Senate,
but the spending plan
delivers a possible setback
to a proposal for the state
to take over the fmancially
troubled College of Santa
Fe.
The
budget
bill
approved by the Senate
Finance Committee earmarks no money to pay for
the state ~o operate the college, which is a private
four-year
institution
scheduled to close in May.
The
House
has
approved separate legislation for a state takeover of
the college and a Housepassed budget allocated $3
million for operations of
the school next year.
However, the Senate
committee stripped out the
money - a sign that the
takeover proposal faces
trouble in the Senate.
"I've said all along this is
a decision you make with
your head and not your
heart," Sen. John Arthur
Smith, D -Deming, chairman of the committee, said
Saturday.
Gov. Bill Richardson
objected to the committee's budget, saying it's
"unacceptable in its current form."
Smith
questioned
whether it was fmancially
prudent for New Mexico to
add another four-year college to its higher education
system, particularly during
a recession when the
state's
revenues
may
remain weak for several
years or potentially deteriorate.
"I have nothing against
the College of Santa Fe but
... we have the economy,"
said Smith.
-
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Al

regular regardless of their
seed - Creme currently
has them playing Louisville,
the fifth-ranked team in the
country - and Williams
said the team would need
to focus on defense and
limit its turnovers to be
successful against the topflight programs.
The women's team
started its Spring Break on
March 5 with a trip to New
Orleans for the C-USA
Championship
tournament.
After an early scare
against conference bottom
feeder Rice in the first
round, the fifth-seeded
Knights started rolling.
In succession, UCF beat
Houston, the fourth seed,
SMU, the first seed, and
Southern Miss, the third
seed, averaging an 11-point
margin of victory.
UCF forward Emma
Cannon, who was named
the tournament MVP,
struggled to convey her
feelings after winning the
title.
"There's no words to
describe it, really," Cannon
said Friday. "In that
moment, it's just crazy,
exciting, happy, overwhelming. It was great."
The crowning achievement was not without
drama, as Southern Miss
nearly beat the Knights in
regulation, but a buzzerbeating layup by the Golden Eagles' Candace Rucker
bounced off the back of the
rim and out, giving UCF its
chance to shine in overtime.
In the extra period, the
Knights held the Golden
Eagles without a field goal,
although Southern Miss
scored two points oe free

throws.
Guard Chelsie Wtley led
the Knights with 18 points
in the victory, and, along
with Cannon, was named
to All-Tournament Team.
Wiley averaged 15.5 points
per game and Cannon averaged 14.3 points and 14.5
rebounds en route to setting a C-USA tournament
record with 58 rebounds.
"I just went out there
and did whatever I needed
to do to help my team,"
Cannon said. '½.ctually, the
day of the championship
game, I wrote on my fmgers
'We Need a Ring.' I told
[Racine Davis], when
things get tough, remind
me, tell me, 'We need the
ring. We need the ring.' "
Then, after playing four
games in four days, the
Knights went back to
Orlando to a welcome surprise.
Coaches and players
stepped off their bus Monday afternoon behind The
Venue to be greeted by a
swarm ofUCF fans, alumni
and other student-athletes.
"That was real exciting,"
Cannon said. "I didn't
expect that many people to
be there.... It was nice to
have supporters there."
Coaches and players
from other UCF programs,
including baseball players,
members of the rowing
team and UCF Volleyball
coach Todd Dagenais, held
signs and cheered as the
Knights, decked out in CUSA Champs T-shirts,
stepped off the bus.
But the party isn't over
- for the team; the players
will watch the selection
show tonight and then get
back to practice.
The first round of games
is scheduled for Saturday
and Sunday.
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If you are going to be in
South Florida
for the summ.er,
earn credits· at FAU.
Get more from summer break:
• Pick up credits that transfer back to UCF
• Get ahead or catch up
• Go to school while you work
To find out more, visit
www fau. edu/summerUC
561.297.2408
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Alumni to review members
A1

FROM

"I think in specifics to
the alcohol violations and
damages of property, we
were very disappointed
with the chapter, but we
are very happy with the
sanctions
they
have
imposed upon themselves," Horras said.
He said the UCF chapter has agreed to undergo
a membership review conducted by its alumni base.
If the chapter alumni and
general fraternity decide a
member is not suited for
the fraternity, they could
be asked_ to leave.
In addition, he said
alcohol will never be
allowed back in the chapter house and chapter

social events will not
involve alcohol for the
next year.
The process of disciplining members for the
misconduct is moving
slowly,
Horras
said,
because initially a few
members were said to be
involved but were later
proven innocent.
He said no students
have been disciplined
individually yet and said
he hopes the community
takes time before passing
judgment.
"It's unfair how they
have been portrayed,"
Horras said
Heston said this alleged
misconduct should not be
a misrepresentation of all
fraternities in general.

"These alleged incidents shouldn't be used as
a broad brush to paint
every member of this fraternity or every fraternity
or every UCF student
poorly," he said. "The vast
majority of our fraternity
members are a great representation ofUCF."
Until this incident,
Horras said the UCF chapter of Beta Theta Pi has
been an exemplary chapter. He said this is the first
time there has been a discipline issue with the UCF
chapter.
Horras said Beta Theta
Pi in no way condones this
behavior and any students
involved in these incidents
will be expelled from the
organization.
11

UCF denies negligence claims
A1

FROM

During a physical
examination in January
of 2007, Plancher learned
he had sickle cell trait, an
inherited blood disorder.
When pushed to physical
extremes, sickle cell trait
can result in fatigue,
muscle
cramping,
difficulty breathing and,
if the symptoms are
ignored, death.
The National Athletics Training Association
recognized sickle cell
trait in 2007 and decided
players who begin to feel
or display symptoms
must be given special
accommodations.
Last year, the Plancher
family's lawyer sent a letter to the UCF Board of
Trustees and to Alex
Sink, chief financial officer of the Florida Department of Financial Services,
detailing
the
difficulties the player
had during the drill.
The letter, which was
included in the lawsuit,
stated, 'While participat-

ing in these drills, Ereck
Plancher experienced
exhaustion, dizziness,
shortness of breath and
other signs of extreme
fatigue that were ignored
by trainers and/or coaches of the University of
Central Florida."
The lawsuit filed last
week states that the
coaches' and trainers'
response
to
Ereck
Plancher's deteriorating
condition was to make
him stand up and complete the drill.
''.As a direct and proximate result of the University of Central Florida's negligence, Ereck
Plancher collapsed and
died," according to the
letter. "Please be advised
that Enock Plancher, as
personal representative
of the Estate of Ereck
Plancher, intends to pursue all claims and damages entitled to the survivors and the Estate
pursuant to the Florida
Wrongful Death Act."
Enock Plancher is
Ereck Plancher's father.

The lawsuit claims
players were not provided proper access to
water, sufficient rest
periods, adequate medical and emergency personnel, adequate medical
equipment or proper ,
supervisors during the
mat drills.
Because UCF has
denied the negligence
claims, the Plancher family can now move forward with the lawsuit.
Under Florida statute,
the Planchers could not
file a formal lawsuit until
the university either confirmed or denied the
negligence claim or six
months had passed.
"The health of our
student-athletes is our
top priority," the statement sent out by Heston
stated. "UCF has made
that clear by conducting
a comprehensive and
independent review of
the football program's
training policies and procedures. The results of
that review are expected
soon."
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Fee to offset fmancial strain
FROM A1

Mon--lbur 9am ... 8 pm

Pri 9am - 3pm
Sun 2pm. .. 8pm
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Somewhere around
Good Burger, Leonidas
realized he needed help.

hardware dies-it isn't feasible to repair. That's when
we would initiate a surplus."
As new computers are
purchased, those being
replaced are put on a surplus list. This means that
they are picked up and
itemized by the university.
and then set aside in case
another college or department would like to utilize
them, according to Turner.
"Because the item has
already been purchased by
the university in some way,
shape or form, when the
colleges pick something up
off of a surplus we don't
pay for it-it's free to us,''
Turner said
With more cutbacks
affecting each college's
budget this year, free is a
price that appeals to staff
members who are trying to
find ways to stretch their
department's dollars.
"Last year we didn't
really do a lot of replenishment,'' said J.P. Peters, technology director for the
College of Sciences. "We
tried to carry forward as
much money as we could
because we knew the
prospects for this year
weren't going to be that
great. Basically, we're trying to extend the equipment a little longer to be
able to have it last another
year or so, so that hopefully it will make it through
this recovery."
One thing Turner and
Peters both said they are
counting on to help with
budget constraints is the

The

UCF TECH RECYCLING
ELECTRONIC/COMPUTER EQUIPMENT
Computer and electronic equipment contain toxic substances
prohibited from disposal in landfills. All electronic waste must be
handled by the Physical Plant Surplus Unit. You must not dispose of such
equipment in the trash.
What is the Surplus procedure?:
Go to the Surplus website at www.pp.ucf.edu and click on"Surplus
Property" link under the "Services'' menu.
All surplus items are handled by a local vendor for reuse and/or
recycle. Electronic equipment is reused if in working condition,
reconditioned for sale if needed, or cannibalized for working parts.
Otherwise all other electronic equipment is disassembled, recycled
and/or disposed of properly by the vendor.
All surplused items, electronic and otherwise, are picked up at Physical
Plant by a certified recycling company.
Surplus requests from branch campuses outside Orlando may have
their items picked up directly by the vendor at the branch location.
Surplus staff will coordinate pickup with the requestor and will be
present during the scheduled pickup date/time.

new technology fee that
was approved earlier this
year by the UCF Board of
Trustees. The fee, which
will be set at 5 percent of
the tuition rate, will generate money to improve
instructional technology
resources, according to the
Florida Department of
Education's Web site.
"This fee will really be
able to take our technology
to where it should be, at
least in our minds," Peters
said
On the other hand,
humanities major Amanda
Moss said the fee is a bad
idea
"UCF spends too much
money as it is on technology in the classrooms,"
Moss said. "I can learn just
as much from a whiteboard as I can from an
overhead· projector that
costs $3,000."
She said the surplus list

...

should
be
sufficient
enough.
"Either a professor has
the ability to teach you or
they don't," Moss said.
"Nearly every day a professor of mine has a computer
tech come out to help her
with the machine in our
classroom because she
can't figure out how to get
the image from the camera
to the overhead I think it's
a waste."
Most
technology
departments wait until the
end of the fiscal year to
make new purchases to see
how much money they
have left in their budgets,
and according to Peters,
this year is shaping up to
be worse than any other
yet.
"I don't think anyone is
surplusing good machines
right now; they're definitely holding onto them,"
Peters said
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"Our Rollins MBA experience
gave us the tools to write a
business plan and t~e ability to
bounce our ideas off of
professors, mentors, and local
business leaders. Upon
graduation we were immediately
ready to launch and operate
Ex-cessories.com.''
Elizabeth Rothbeind '08MBA

and Allison Wasserman '08MBA
Entrepreneurs, Ex-cessories.com
The academic performance of Rollins MBA students like Allison
and Elizabeth is exceeded only by their performances in the real
business world-where it really counts.
)

That is why the Rollins MBA is pleased to be ranked number 24 in
the nation among graduate schools for entrepreneurial studies by
Entrepreneur magazine and The Princeton Review -

from more than

2,300 schools surveyed.
I)

Attend our upcoming information session on March 19 and learn
how the Rollins MBA is preparing students to build the economy
of Central Florida, the nation and beyond.
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Men's basketball

Young Knights bring home title
PADRICK BREWER
Sports Editor

Maybe they were too young to
know any better, or maybe they were
'
too good to be stopped. Either way,
head coach Joi Williams and the rest
of the UCF Women's Basketball
team will head to the NCAA Tournament after orchestrating the
greatest single-season turnaround in
Conference USA history.
That the Knights are dancing is a
far cry from last season's 10-20 campaign, wherein they struggled to win
three games in conference play and
were eliminated in the first round ofthe
C-USA Championship.
The Knights struggled out of the gate
this season, going 2-11 in their non-conference schedule. But they rebounded by winning 15 of their final 20 games, including a dominating performance in the conference
tournament
Here are the highlights ofUCFs emergence
as a champion:

MARK HUMPHREY / ASSOCIATED PRESS

UCF's Jennaine Taylor, in white, wrestles with Jeremy
Wise in the second half of UCF's loss Wednesday.

ts

rocked
in final
contest
PADRICK BREWER
Sports Editor

Lights on
Williams said she knew the team would
talce some lumps with her young team, but she
said the talent was there, it was just a matter of
when it "clicked."
Forward Emma Cannon said that came when
UCF knocked off Southern Miss, the preseason
favorite to win C-USA, on Jan. 3. It was the first
time the Knights had beaten the Golden Eagles,
something that would become somewhat of a
trend
By beating Southern Miss as well as East
Carolina and SMU, the Knights registered
first-time victories against the conference
foes.
·
In conference play, UCF scored 7
more points per game, committed
three fewer turnovers per game and
held opponents to almost 4 fewer
PLEASE SEE

TURNAROUND ON A10

(D
Emma Cannon works against
Stephanie Helgeson in the C-USA
championship game.
BRIAN LAWOERMILK I
ASSOCIATED PRESS

To see where UCF

will be seeded:
www.UCFNews.com

The second-half swoon for the
UCF Men's Basketball team continued in the Conference USA Cham·pionship on Wednesday, and the
Knights lost to Southern Miss 77-53
in the opening round in Memphis.
The loss likely ended the careers
of UCF seniors Jermaine Taylor and
Kenrick Zondervan, as the Knights
will have a tough time finding a spot
in any ofthe four current postseason
tournaments.
UCF fell to Southern Miss in the
tournament for the second consecutive season, although the Golden
Eagles handed out a much more
thorough beatdown this time
around
'We started off strong, it seemed
like;' freshman guard AJ. Rompza
said Friday. 'We came out, we were
all ready to play. I think when they
went on that run, we stepped back
and we didn't challenge like we
should have. We should have,been
fighting back like we normally do."
UCF was tied at 8 with 13:43 left
in the first half when Southern Miss
went on a 10-0 run and never looked
back.
The Knights went into the half
staring at a 42-25 deficit, and
Rompza said the team didn't seem as
though it was all on the same page.
Forward AJ. Tyler led the Knights
with 16 points, and Taylor was the
only other UCF player in double figPLEASE SEE

Track & field

TEAM ON A10

Softball

Three shine in
UCF snaps streak of loses
Knights take two of
NCAAs in Texas three
from Blazers

•
•
•
•

ANDREW KENNEDY

CARLOS PINEDA

Staff Writer

StaffWriter

The Women's Track and
Field team posted its best
finish ever at the NCAA
Indoor Championships on
Friday and Saturday in College Station, Texas, coming
in 35th with 6 points with all
three athletes who competed capturing All-American
honors.
This year marked the
first time that UCF sent
more than one athlete to the
championships.
Senior
Dione Thomas represented
the Knights in the triple
jump, and junior Ttki James
and freshman Jackie Coward competed in the 60meter hurdles.
''This year was a tremendous landmark moment for
us," UCF head coach Caryl
Smith Gilbert said ''I think
that all of these athletes are
trailblaz.ers for the program,
and I am extremely proud of
them for making it this far.
Especially for Dione, I know

The UCF Softball team
rallied in the bottom half of
the sixth inning to win 6-5
against UAB and take the
series. The Knights (16-15
overall, 24 C-USA) took two
of three from the UAB Blazers this weekend at the UCF
Softball Complex.
On Saturday, the Knights
split the doubleheader, picking up their first win of the
2009 Conference USA campaign, a 7-0 shut out ofUAB.
UCF's victory in the first
game snapped a seven-game
losing streak that started
with Tulsa's sweep of the
Knights last weekend
Junior Abby McClain
went 6-for-7 in the two
games, delivering her third
home run of the season, two
doubles, four RBIs and three
runs scored.
In the first game, McClain
went 3-for-3 with a home
run, two RBIs, two runs
scored and a walk. Sopho-

Thomas competed in
the triple jump and
was named an AllAmerican in the
L.._---"' - - ----'

event.

it meant a lot for her getting
her first chance at nationals
as a senioi:"
Thomas did not make the
finals but still managed AllAmerican status tying for
10th in the triple jump with a
leap ofl2.87 meters.
James and Coward have
been moving aside school
records all season and it was
no surprise for Smith Gilbert
seeing them make it this far.
"Jackie [Coward] did a
great job this season as a
freshman and handled
tremendous
adversity,"
Smith Gilbert said "She did
a good job recovering menPLEASE SEE

OUTDOOR ON A9

RAYMA JENKINS I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF senior first baseman Breanne Javier slides back into first during the Knights' 65 victory in the series finale against UAB at the UCF Softball Complex on Sunday.

more shortstop Trlfany Lane
also contributed three hits
and two RBIs. Freshman second baseman Natalie Land
was 2-for-2 with two walks
and a run scored
Junior pitcher Ashleigh
Cole provided a near perfect
pitching performance with
her second shutout of the
year and allowed two hits as
she picked up her ninth win
of the year. Cole struck out
six with no runs or walks
allowed.
In the nightcap, UCF

committed five errors in a 74 loss.
The Knights committed
three errors in the first
inning alone to fall behind
the Blazers 2-0.
UCF was able to take the
lead in the bottom half ofthe
second when the Knights
scored three runs on four
hits.
The lead did not last for
long. The Blazers scored two
more in the top of the third
PLEASESEE

SENIORS ON A11
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Teams win during break
)

Men win twice;
Women take three
CARLOS PINEDA
Staff Writer

.)

Both the UCF Men's
and Women's Tennis
teams were in action over
the spring break week and
successfully recorded winA
ning records in competition.
The women posted a 30 record and started a
three-match
winning
streak following a tough
loss to No. 4 Duke on
March6.
With a pair of road victories against Southern
and Tulane in New
Orleans, the Knights followed that with a home
victory Saturday against
Penn State. The Knights
stand at 8-4 on the season.
UCF picked up a 7-0
shutout against Southern
on Monday but needed
more help Tuesday to win
a close match against Conference USA opponent
Tulane, 4-3.
The Knights needed
four singles victories
ensure the win and a road
sweep.

NEWSTONOTE
WINNING WAYS
The men's and womens teams
finished spring break above .500.

STAYING PUT
Both teams play at home next.
On Saturday, UCF
returned home to take care
of the Penn State Nittany
Lions with a 5-2 victory.
TI1e Knights took four singles matches and the doubles point to secure the
win.
Sophomore
Jenny
Frisell. freshman Andrea
Yacamap..
freshman
Christy Core and junior
Katie Orletsky all picked
up wins in singles competition.
The 68th-ranked UCF
men's team continued its
eight-match homestand
The Knights went 2-1 during their three contests during the break.
.
The Knights recorded
wins against No. 59 FAU
and Georgia State but fell to
No. 47 Radford. UCF is 7-6.
UCF was able to pull
out a 4-3 victory against
FAU on March 6.

... ,
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The Knights trailed the
Owls 3-1 before picking up
three important victories
to upset the higher ranked

Owls.
On Sunday, the Knights
took a 5-2 decision against
Georgia State, giving UCF
a two-match winning
streak.
UCF tried to continue
its luck on the home courts
against Radford. but the
Knights could not get past
the Highlanders.
UCF fell to Radford 5-2
and split its matches
against ranked opponents
during the week
Sophomore
Blaze
Schwartz and junior Johan
Beigart were the two
Knights that were able to
win their matches.
The UCF Women's
Tennis team continues on
its four-match homestand
as it faces tough competition in the coming week
against the Clemson
Tigers and Tennessee Volunteers.
The UCF Men's team
has two games left on
home turf this week:
against Wmthrop on Friday at 9 a.m. and New
Mexico State on March 24
at2p.m.
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New Aftermarket Window Regulators • Headlights • Hoods • Fenders • Radiators • Bumpers & More
• Auto Glass Installed 6 Days a Week
• Good Used J & B Motors
• Radiator Repairing
• Used Transmissions
Free Coney Island Hot Dogs For Our Customers Every Saturday
(4 0 7) 568-2131
s:.,ia:-:;4
Save 50 to 75% OFF ALL PARTS at J& B
www.jnbauto.com
Toll Free 800·432-2952

Outdoor season coming up
,)

FROM

A8

tally from a few mistakes
earlier when she hit some
hurdles. She and Tiki
Uames] work well together
and are a good training
group. and I had high
expectations for them
, going in this week. I didn't
tell them anything differently before this week. just
to do their best to stay consistent and they would succeed."
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Coward entered the
meet this weekend with
the 11th-best time in the 60meter hurdles this season.
8.19. That is also the best
time of any freshman in the.
country in that event.
She qualified for the
fmals in the opening heat
Friday coming in first with
a time of 8.262 seconds.
James qualified in the second heat finishing third in
8.268 seconds.
In the fmals. James

would fmish fifth closely
followed by Coward in seventh place. James crossed
the fmish line in 8.20 seconds with Coward crossing
in 8.34 seconds.
Now that the indoor
season is over. UCF will
begin focus on the outdoor
season. which begins Saturday as UCF hosts the
Black & Gold Challenge.
UCF's seniors will also be
honored next weekend for
senior day.

~.

UNF

UNIVERSITY of
NORTH FLORIDA

No one like you. No place like this.
For more information on graduate programs, call (904) 620-1360
or visit www,unf,edu/graduatestudies
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UNIVERSI1Y
WALK-IN
MEDICAL
CENTER
"The Doctor Is Always In"

Urgent Care Medical Services
Provided By Board Certified Physicians.
No Appointment Necessary.
11550 University Blvd. • Orlando, FL 32817

407-282-2044
Hours: Monday-Friday 8am-8pm
Saturday-Sunday 9am-5pm
Open Most Holidays

UniversityWa.lkin ..com
Most Insurances Accepted

{Located less than 1 mile from UCF,
on University Blvd., between Rouse Road and Alafaya.)

Turnaround sets C-USA record
FROM A8

points per game, all of
which helped the Knights
start out conference play
9-2.
"[Southern Miss was]
picked to be No. 1, so we
felt that if we beat the No. I
team, we should be able to
beat whoever else is in
here," Cannon said. "We
took it from there and ran
with it."

Fighting back
UCF
embodied
Sylvester Stallone's "moving forward" speech from
Rocky Balboa. In conference play, the Knights
would build up leads,
weather
comeback
attempts by their opponents and then put them
away.
That's the aspect of the
team that Cannon said
showed the most improvement.
"When things
get
rough and the other team
goes on a run or something, last year we would
get down and hang our
head," Cannon said. "But
this year, we kept fighting
throughout it. ... We knew
they were going to hit, so
we had to hit back and just
keep going."
UCF lost last season's
freshman of the year, forward Tia Lewis, who
transferred to Old Domin-

NEWS TO NOTE
AFIRST AND THEN SOME
UCF was 0-3 in the (-USA
Championship before this
season. Now it is 4-3.

LAST TIME DANCING
The last time the Knights went
to the NCAA Tournament, 1999,
they lost by 42 to No. 1
Louisiana Tech.

ion, and emerging forward
Marquitta Head, who
played the first three
games but missed the rest
of the season after becoming pregnant.
But the Knights fought
through a sparse frontcourt, with Amber Kirkpatrick stepping up to
average 7 points and 4.4
rebounds during the season and players suc:q as
Leah Paige and D'Nay
Daniels
spelling
the
starters.

BRIAN LAWDERMILK / ASSOCIATED PRESS

Candace Rucker is shocked after her
regulation-ending layup rimmed out.

anyone know she meant in
her second season.
The Knights struggled
in 2007-08, a big reason
they were picked to finish
last in the conference this
season.
But Williams and the
Knights had other plans.
UCF increased its regularseason win total by eight
games from last season to
Out of nowhere
this season, the largest
UCF Director ofAthlet- jump in games since Cics Keith Tribble said he USA started in 1995-96.
was not surprised that the
"It's a credit to the
Knights made a significant coaching staff and the stuturnaround, only that it . dent-athletes," · Tribble
happened sooner than he said.
thought.
When Williams was Afreshman revelation
hired, her vision was to
Last season, nearly
win championships and everyone on the team was
compete in the NCAA a freshman. This time
Tournament. Little did around, most had at least a

year of .experience under
their belts, but that was not
the case for Aisha Patrick.
Patrick, a freshman
guard, played the third
most minutes of anyone in
C-USA, starting 32 of the
Knights' 33 games. She was
one of the more reliable
offensive threats in the
UCF arsenal, able to get
the basket almost at will.
But her real presence
was felt on defense.
Williams talked all season about the importance
of defense and how UCF
worked its offense from its
defense. To that ,end,
Patrick was one of the
Knights' most crucial players.
She had the most steals
in the conference, and her
average of 2.21 steals per
game was fifth in C-USA

<
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Not finished
As big as the conference title and NCAA berth
are, both Williams and
Cannon said the Knights
are not just content with a
one-and-done appearance.
Although UCF will
have to wait to find out its
next
opponent,
the
Knights are already working on shoring up their
defense and limiting their
turnovers to have the best
chance of success next
weekend.
ESPN will air the selection show at 7 p.m.

.I
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Team struggled to maintain its focus
FROM A8

Must mention ad and Drice to
receive offer. Net nftd with

any other offers.
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ures with 15 points. It
marked the second time
this season Taylor did not
lead the Knights in scoring, with the other coming
on Nov. 29 against South
Dakota State.
The Knights lost eight
of their last 10 games ofthe
season after starting conference play 5-2, and
Rompza said some of that
can be attributed to complacency and some can be
attributed to how the team
responded to the loss of
forward Tony Davis.
Davis, who was the
team's leading rebounder,
was declared ineligible
Feb. 18, and Rompza said
the team did respond in
the correct way.
"I think with the whole
Tony thing, and what happened with him. I think a
lot of people, they put
their
heads
down,"
Rompza said. "Times like
that, that's when you have
to regroup as a team, and
that's when you have to
play your best basketball.

NEWSTONOTE
FITTO BE TYLER
UCF forward AJ. Tyler led the
Knights with 16 points and 6
rebounds against Southern Miss.

ONE AND DONE
Wednesday's defeat marks the
third time in four seasons that
UCF has lost its first game ofthe
(-USA Championship.

.,,
You can't dwell on the
past."
The Knights won one
game · after Davis' dismissal.
The loss to Southern
Miss ends the career of
Taylor, who set a school
record with 812 points this
season and finished third
in the country in scoring,
averaging 26.2 points per
game.
His 1,979 career points
is third all-time and tops
overall at the Division I
levelatUCF.
Rompza said Taylor
was one of the best players
he had played with but

. e\

MARK HUMPHREY / ASSOCIATED PRESS

Southern Miss guard Jeremy Wise, who finished Wednesday's first-round (-USA
tournament game with 19 points, drives against UCF guard Will Weathers.

also said most people
don't realize how important Taylor was away from
the UCF Arena.
"He is fun to watch, he
is fun to play with,"
Rompza said. "But I think
it is more what he does off
the court.... Just the way
he is able to bring guys
together off the court."
Taylor was certainly
helpful on the court. He

was responsible for 36.5
percent of UCF's points,
the largest percentage in
Division I this season- and
the largest percentage
everatUCF.
Now the Knights have
the offseason to work on
preparing for a future
without Taylor and Zondervan, whom Rompza
said was "a leader from
Day One."
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Seniors step up for UCF
FROM A8

•

•

and then three runs in the
top of the fifth inning.
McClain went 3-for-4
with two doubles, two
RBIs, and score a run. Lane
and senior pitcher Magon
Paul each tallied an RBI.
Paul pitched 4.1 innings,
allowing five earned runs
on eight hits and walking
onebatter. ·
Junior Kristina DeMello came in relief and
pitched 2.2 innings of shut
out ball, striking out two
and allowing one hit and
one walk.
fu the rubber game on
Sunday afternoon, the
Knights needed a late rally
to take a 6-5 decision. UCF
jumped on the scoreboard
early in the first inning
with a 2-0 lead
The Knights were then
able to produce a pair of
runs in the bottom of the
fourth and fifth inning
extending their lead 4-0.
UCF unraveled in the
top of the sixth, giving up
five runs to fall behind the
Blazers. The Knights
answered back in the bottom half of the sixth.
With the bases loaded,
senior first baseman Breanne Javier singled down
the left-field line for two

RAYMA JENKINS/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF second baseman Natalie Land makes a throw to first during the Knights
win against UAB on Sunday. Land was O-for-2 at the plate with a walk.

RBIs. Javier was 2-for-4
from the plate with three
RBIs on the day. Both
freshman left fielder Tenishia Dixon and junior
right fielder Mary Helen
Tyler scored giving the
Knights th~ 6-5 lead and
the win.
UCF head coach Renee
Luers-Gillispie said Sunday's victory was an example of the certain players
making plays.
"Senior leadership, we

just asked our seniors to
step up in this game,"
Luers-Gillispie said. 'We
needed more from them,
we needed more expectations from them, for them
to want it."
Cole picked up her 10
victory going 7.0 innings
allowing five earned runs
on seven hits and striking
out five.
The Knights host FIU at
6 p.m. Tuesday at the UCF
Softball Complex.

Donate Plasma!
Sometimes a Band-Aid is not enough

TALK MBA
with The Uniyersity of Tampa
Graduate Studies

•
Stop by for a free cup of coffee
with an advisor from UT and find
out how you can get started with your
graduate degree.

..

MBA (full-time, part-time and Saturday)
MS Accounting I MS Finance
MS Marketing I MS in Nursing
Master of Arts in Teaching
- Master of Education

COFFEE DROP INS IN ORLANDO I March 17

---~----~-~-~--~-·
· · - ·Find out how thousands of people save lives and earn extra CA$H by donating plasma
regularly. Plasma is used to make manufacture injectable products for people, including
children, with serious illneses.

DCI Biologicals 1900 Alafaya Trail Suite 500 Orlando 321-235-9100
* $10 Special-Ne\}' and Return (not donated in the last 6 months)

Bring this. ad and receive an extra $5 on your 2nd and 4th donation.
www.dciplasma.com

- - - -- - - - - - - -
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•

Starbucks (4650 N. Alafaya Trail)' I 10:30am - noon
Natura Coffee & Tea (12078 Collegiate Way) I 12:30 - 2:30 pm
Panera Bread (11472 University Blvd) I 3 - 5 pm
Also available in the following cities:
Tampa I March 10-12
Gainesville I March 16
No RSVP needed. For more information:

The Unit.ersity Of

(813) 258-7409 I utgrad@ut.edu

TAMPA

www.ut.edu/graduate

SYMBOL OF EDUCATIONAL EXCELLENCE
401 W. Kennedy Blvd., Tampa, FL 33606-1490
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OUR STANCE

Colleges low- on
sthn
totem. pole
T

he federal government
has been doling out
stimulus dollars since
the beginning of the month.
Several states, including
Florida, have begun posting
their plans to spend the
dough, but the Florida Legislature has yet to iron out its
plans for education.
UCF professor Sean
Snaith has been forecasting
the state and national economic climates as director of
the Institute for Economic
Competitiveness at UCF. He
said the size ofUCF's slice of
the stimulus pie depends on
formulas for allocating funds
and decisions made in Tallahassee.
As far as UCF's place
under the umbrella of stimulus spending, it's best to look
at the big picture.
Two parts of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act oblige states to
allocate money to higher
education.
The health, labor and education portion of the stimulus directs $17 billion to Pell
grants, need-based grants for
low-income students, and
another $200 million for
work-study programs.
The portion of the state
fiscal stabilization fund cut
out for Florida education
may be left out because the
state government did not
maintain K-12 spending levels in recent years, according
to an article on mgwashington.com.
·

Now Florida lawmakers
are pressing U.S. Secretary of
Education Arne Duncan for a
waiver that would allow
Florida to acquire that $2.2
billion in the case of "hardship."
There are two reasons
why acquiring the waiver is
sketchy.
Florida is among the bottom 10 states in state and
local funding for higher education, according to the State
Higher Education Executive
Office.
Florida also happens to
have 184 Title IV colleges eligible for federal financial-aid
programs, according to the
Institute of Education Sciences.
If the waiver and the $2.2
billion were granted, some of
that money would fl.ow into
the state university system.
No institution is guaranteed money, and the spread
is broad.
Even if the universities do
get the money, they can't go
it alone. For UCF and state
universities to rebound, elementary and secondary education must also survive the
crunch intact.
As far as UCF is concerned, Snaith said the medical school is most likely at
the top of the list, and enrollment will probably determine whether or not programs across campus receive
relief.
Gov. Charlie Crist is optimistic toward the waiver's

- - - - - -- - - - - -

approval. Florida lawmakers
are desperate due to a $2.3
billion budget gap.
'Where the funds end up
remains to be determined,
but the push is with the Legislature.
If UCF and other state
universities want some extra
spending money, then they
will have to scramble under
the mangled pi:fiata of a
budget overhaul in Tallahassee.
Other than the housing
crisis, Florida's most prominent deficiency ·is education,
and Florida lawmakers need
to :t;eassess their policy priorities to consider that.
Although there are cracks
all over the Florida budget,
stimulus funds are headed to
filling in the surface gaps.
Education is at the core of
the budget, and it usually
falls somewhere in between
Medicare and the highway
system.
Medicare is estimated to
receive a $4.3 billion kick,
and highway funding will
pick up $1.3 billion, according
to the Florida Chamber of
Commerce.
Slapping a Band-Aid on
the situation will no longer
solve deeper fiscal problems
like those hindering education.
It's uncommon to see
Floridians rally together in
anything but a sports arena,
b.;t Florida politics could use
more of the "home team"
spirit.

- - - - - - - - -...
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t's impossible to list all
the ways that the Internet has changed our
lives and our culture.
Among the many trends
and innovations the Internet
has given us, social networking stands alone in its cultural and social implications
and is among the oddest cultural phenomena in recent
memory.
The basic concept berund
social networking makes perfect sense. The Internet was
built to connect people to
information, so why not connect people to other people?
But as they exist today,
Facebook, MySpace and the
others aren't just used for
communication or connection. People post their entire
lives on the Internet.
On a typical MySpace
page, you can find out a myriad of personal information
that was once considered
private.
Sexual preferences, relationship status tipdates and
favorite lists let you stalk
your friends and acquaintances without the pain of
pokey bushes or restraining
orders. You can click through
embarrassing photos and
check out poetry and journal
entries of others.
It's confusing that people
post some of this information, which should really be
kept private, on the information superhighway. It's even
more confusing, and potentially damaging, that some
people mistakenly believe
that the things they post on
the Web are private.
Take the recent Facebook
terms of use controversy, for
example.
Angry users threatened
boycotts and protests, all
because they were worried

that the pictures, artwork
and information they had
posted for their friends
might be used for other purposes without their consent.
Those users should have
been worried, but not
because Facebook had
changed its terms of use.
They should have been
worried because they posted
things they expected to be
private or under their control
on the Internet, where any- .
one with access and the ability to copy and paste can do
things much worse with personal information than Facebook was ever likely to do.
The Web is simply not the
place for things personal or
private, and anyone who
doesn't realize that is risking
embarrassment or worse.
As countless media outlets, from business Journals
to college newspapers, have
been quick to point out,
employers often check the
Facebook and MySpace profiles of potential employees
as a part of the hiring
process.
Teachers, too, have
become frequenters of
MySpace and Facebook sites,
as some UCF students have
likely noticed.
So, for students concerned about the privacy of
their MySpaces and Facebooks, the real concern
shouldn't be what their networking site will do with
their pictures, blogs and
messages, but what their
teachers and, more importantly, potential employers
will think of those things.
What it all comes down to
is this: Do you think of Facebook as _a reflection of your
personality, as a place to
express your inner self and
show the world alt'of the fun,

stupid things that you do
with your friends on a
Saturday night?
Or do you think of it as
what it really is: a tool It's a
tool for keeping in touch
with friends, for finding out
about events and for meeting
new people.
It is not a diary or a confessional. Facebook does not
keep secrets, and while that
fact remains true year-round,
it bears repeating at this time
of year in particular.
Ifyou are a UCF student,
you just came back from
spring break. You may have
used the break as a welldeserved opportunity to let
your hair down a little, to
relax and have some fun. You
may have taken pictures of
your festivities and of the
things you and your friends
did on a beach, in a hotel
room or in a certain neighboring country with a comparatively lax police force.
Before you post those pictures to your social network
of choice, ask yourself a few
simple questions.
Would I want a current or
future employer to see this
picture? Would I want my
professors to see it? Would I
want my Internet-savvy
grandmother to see it?
If your answer to any of
these questions is no, then
leave the picture where it
belongs: far away from the
Internet. As social networking continues to develop at
an alarming pace, it is
becoming more and more
important to remember that
the Internet is not the place
to be an open book
Just think, there was a
time not too long ago, when
if you wanted to poke a
friend you actually had to
use your finger.

,.,

NATE BEELER /THEWASHINGTONEXAMINER

Take me out to the
ball game Superbowl
Saturday that the seventh
We're told it's our
inning mercy rule seemed
national pastime. It's as
like it was five innings too
American as apple pie,
they say.
late. They were playing
against a team like their
Yet, as the American
team has found itself on
own, largely made up of
current and former ..-till.the ropes in the second
round of the World BaseStars.
I'm writing this column
ball Classic, again, it may
be time to start reconsidsix hours before the U.S.
ering those age-old
team faces the dreaded JEFF WEINER
yes, I said dreaded assessments about the
Opinions Editor
game of the Babe, Willie
Netherlands team in an
elimination game. By the
Mays and Joe DiMaggio.
And, in the wake of the mosttime this column prints, that game
watched Superbowl ever, which folwill be over.
Regardless of the outcome, the
lowed the least-watched World
Series ever, the time has come to
matchup feels almost symbolic of
the current state of baseball; it's a
ask the question: What is America's
game between a rising country ridnational pastime, really?
ing a wave of passion and overI can feel the hate mail coming
already. Before you hit the caps lock achievement and a lackluster squad
from the country that invented, and
and let fly with the.obscenities, let
me just say one thing: I am a baseonce dominated, the sport.
ball fan, and I have been all of my
Maybe the question isn't
whether baseball is a national paslife.
time. Maybe the question is what
There are times when I feel like
the only one. Even among sports
nation or nations are we talking
fans, it has become almost a sin to
about?
Certainly, the Netherlands is not
prefer baseball to football. While
the answer to that question. But
baseball has been struggling under
anyone who watched the World
the weight of the steroid era, footBaseball Classic games played in
ball has been flourishing.
San Juan, Puerto Rico, saw a stadiCompared to the NFL, baseball
um full of people with more excitehas been in decline for nearly a
ment and passion for the game than
decade. Of the top 15 network
I've seen from an American baseball
primetime telecasts since 2000, all
crowd in quite some time.
but three were football games. Last
If there was a World Football
year's Superbowl raked in 98.7 milClassic, it's doubtful that the USA
lion estimated viewers. The five
games of last year's World Series
team would struggle as mightily as
its real-life baseball counterpart has
averaged 13.8 million viewers. The
in the WBC of late, mainly because
numbers speak for themselves.
the rest of the teams would arrive
Ratings are not football's only
expecting to play soccer. American
claim to the title of America's pasdominance in our football is as
time. Most of the NFL's stars and its
unquestioned, for the time being, as
players were born in America. The
vast majority of players come out of its popularity.
Until the rest of the world catchAmerican college programs.
es up, via NFL Europe, the CFL or
In baseball, on the other hand,
otherwise, let's be honest: Football
the biggest stars are almost as freis our national pastime. It's the
quently products of South and Cenbeloved end-all beat-all of American
tral America or Japan as they are
sports, and the last we can legitifrom the land of apple pie. Of the 18
mately claim sole ownership of.
position players who started last
As for the die-hard baseball fans,
year's MLB All.:star game, seven
myself included, there's no shame in
were born somewhere other than
being second best. In fact, for the
the United States.
USA WBC team, to be second best
It's no great wonder that the
would be a cause for celebration.
USA team got beaten so badly on
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WHAT YOU ARE SAYING

UCF students protest coal
So did they drive to this or ride
their bikes? It is always funny how
these "global warming" protests
seem to always happen when there
is record cold.

the dorms and apartments by 15
percent to 30 percent, and it would
pay for itself in three years! Then
it's free heat for the next 22 years
(if we get 25-year warranties, like
residential systems have).

ANONYMOUS

STEVE

Concert raises $1,200 for medical bills
I am very proud that you organized such a worthwhile endeavor.
I'm glad that I was able to contribute to its success! It's great to
see Evan up and about again.
HOWARD Konow

Taylor ends amazing season as best
ever

I wish fT ijermaine Taylor]
would go on to play for the
Magic... then UCF can continue to
see him grow to be a better athlete.
ANONYMOUS

landlines may be cut from donns
What are some more ways we'll
be trying to reduce energy consumption? How about solar water
heating?
It's irrational to heat water with
anything other than a solar energy
or waste heat. There is plenty of
room on the roofs, so let's go solar!
That would cut total energy use in
•.J

@Steve - I'd love to see where
you are pulling the numbers for
total energy use and how it will
pay for itself in three years. Currently, we can't even mass produce
panels at $1/kw and usually its
about 1-3 ratio for installation of
said solar panels.
Yeah, it actually costs more
right now to install some panels
than it does to buy the panels (if
you can tmd the low price panels,
usually its a 1-1 ratio). Also, it takes
about five to 10 years to get the
money back on the initial investment because of the low efficiency
of said panels and cost of maintenance/ installation.
I do agree we should put tons
of panels anywhere we can and
pipe cold water past residual heat
boxes that are in the dorms, but I
don't think we would get the 30
percent cut of energy just yet.
Btw, numbers referenced from
slashdot.org
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HOW TO PLACE AN AD

Online 24 hrs/day:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classijieds
By phone: 407-447-4555
By fax: 407-447-4556

In person: 11825 High Tech Ave,
Suite 100, Orlando FL 32817

SUBMISSION DEADLINES

PAYMENT METHODS

Online, phone, fax,
inperson:

VISA, MC, AMEX,
Discover, Cash, Check

10 a.m. Fri for Mon. issue
5 p.m. Mon. for Wed. issue
5 p.m. Wed. for Fri issue

OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

407-447-4S55 • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
HELP WANTED:
• lrriffl
~ General

•

Customer Ser\/03 Repeset ilalivtl
w.ned to v..ork FT,f'T llltln-Froay.
F-orrncre lnb. Call 336-923-7197
Of 888-666-8565

MRTENDEAS WANTED.

$300 a clay potential.l\b
. Elcperience Necessay. Tran-g
Provoed. />l;J3 18 + OK ooo-9656520 x 107.

•

Career Boot Camp Aprfl 41h
Major event gearedtowaids
helping you further ycxr career
In this economy.
Call 321-257-0800 or visit
www.crawfordlhomas
Space is D'!1ffecll
Female rrode!s needed for p-i1t
v..ork. l\b experience necessary.

rriffl HELP WANTED:

l~ General

&mmerJobs
-$2100
-co-EdCarrp
-Sel.e1Weel<s
-Room a'd 8oa[d lrd..ded
Get Paid to Playl
The Florida Bks Youh Carrp (FEYC)
needs male a'd female SLITIT1Elf caTl>
Cotnsebrs ages 18 a'd (4). FEYC is
an CM3ITtj1t call) localed off of
1-igmay 450 i1 Lmatila, Fl.... The
<::Ml) n.ns Ju,e 8lthJuy .25lh. P1ea58
conta:t Krys RajEl1CI at 800-623-1673
ext 251 Of 352-4554267

200

SUMMER JOBS:

Recreaoon Carrp
~forsumier

•

reaeaoon proga-n 6t'609-7/31m for
cttia1 ages 5-14. WSL1.ifeg.ad a'd
Maintenanre Aijes (509-9.00). Exp.
desra:Jle. Cityof Planation (west of
A. L.au:lerdale) 400 twV73Ave.,
Plcrl1ation, Fl.33317 OfWWW.pa,laron.org to ct:,.o,maj ~

Fu, (JX)d),Easy (al tiled fbors),1..age (413), Ca1Venient (dose to
UCF) Great,stu:lent h:Jme @
$2XX}tnol (904) 471-8865
www.~.corn

MUSTSEE!!!
ax:l,25ba Uy renovated 1owrhome i,
Carrm:tge Gide ilalal 1ie 1hougYJut
a l ~ ird. $00) deposit
$775rro 407-416-8369

321-274-1101
Fbida Es1erders Assodatiorv.Agercy

Availa:lle ASAP SheMood Forest
House 312 $1050tro
Close to UCF. W/0, cishwasher ird.
Cal Healher 407-937-2900
Of 402-a:JS-7577

SWiml~

UCF Area Homes For.Rent or

Bartenders Needed Now
PT/FT l\b experience necessary

If ~'re giod oome v..ork 'Mth 1he
BEST. Sharks & Mi!TICM'S Swin
School. FT/PT $11-$14h". 'v\lillTrah
(407) 699-1992.

w w w . ~.com

Sale

RATES

Rm
100
125
150
175

Help Wanted: General
HelpWanted:Part-Time
Help Wanted: Full-Time
Business Opportunities

200 For Rent: Homes
225 For Rent: Apartments
250 Roonvnates
275 Sublease
300 ForSale:Homes

.

Rate A

Rate B

Rate C

$9
$6

$13
$9

$J.9

C
C
C
B

325 For Sale: Automotive
350 For Sale: General
375 For Sale: Pets

B
A
A

First issue:
Each addl issue:

400 Services

B

B
B

500
600
700
800
900

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering a successful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours a day

A

A
B

Announcements
Travel"
Worship
Miscellaneous
WantlMI

A
B
B
B
B

©

1

$425tro. Lg trlm n muse for
rent Screened pool, h.s Internet,
C3Jle, W/0, gcrage. Clea,, ci1.g
free. Mns to UCF & vex;_ Gall
321-243-7170 Of citlet@ool.corn.

SI JBl1=ASE Looking for a
Female to sublease room In 3'3
bectoom, Mayto July 2009, In
Pegasus Connection, only one
mlnulefn:>m UCF, $565 per
month Includes utilltles.

Avai.tlle Aug.Jst Dt.pes in SherW'.lOd
Forest312$:l5(MT10 & 2/2$7ootno
Close to UCF. WO, cistNva'Sllerird.
Cal 407-937-2900 or 402-a:JS-7577

P1e$ent1y only one rooi,1,lale.
For inquiries, please contact

3

4

5
4

3
4

5

Mkki at (407),668-3807.

Homeless? Stay Here! UCF's best
way to find a place to stay! Also
view all ads online at
www.UCFnews.com/classified

1

7

6

8

9
9

6

5

2
........

1

Wednesday puzz./e:
Medium level
Friday puzz./e:
Hard/eve/

6 7 8

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

Colonial Poinle Luxuy Apts
1 & 2 Bectooms Ree W/0, pool,
fitness center; patios.
2300 Econ Cr. 407-679-«)61

CROSSWORD

RRST MONTH IS FREE!
Newly renovated c:ormuily in
Winter Pak offers 1/1 u1i!s!
$3()(),1-ro n:iJdes utiilies!
Call 407-678-5111 for more
infonnatioo. $100 ll,1QVES YOU IN

FURNISHED FULL PVT BA.TH
600MN +1/2. UTIL 600SEC LEASE
NONSWOKER STEVE

4072674982
2 Ppl. for 312 galBd oord'.> w/ pool

Many Available- Call Today!

i, Wa!erfooj Lks.$550,tno. ind.

VP Reel Estate Sales, PA
(4CJ7)482-aS98

ALL uti & Gordo fees. l\b lease Of
dep. req. Call Jess 407-690-7634

Puzzles by Pappocom

Fill in the grid so
that every row,
column and 3x3 box
contains the digits 1
through 9 with no
repeats.
Monday puzz.le:
Easy/eve/

7

3

.....

$J.3

suldolku

6 3 4

200

LCF!NE ORLANOO

$5000$:m).

CalJat-n 321-961-1517

CLASSIFICATIONS

AOOPTK)t,}Preg1anta1d ro lSideti g
this option? I.Dvirg 00!.pe seeks
l18INbom1nfant Expenses paij. Cal
i, oonfidet K:e 1D atlomey Rebecca
Cabalero, 904-886-9552. (Fl
#0028857)

s..-

ACROSS
1 Practice
punches
5 Oral vaccine
developer
1 O Canine tooth
14 Rob of "St.
Elmo's Fire"
15 Singer Lana
16 Inland Asian
sea
17 Corrida shouts
18 Beside
19 Full-grown
20 Isolated,
unimportant
town
22 Pack in a carton
24 Peruses
28 December VIP
31 Australian bird
32 Lawman Earp
36 Id's relative
37 Makes
40 Bikini top
41 Serving of corn
42 Require
43 CA airport
44 Slow-witted
45 Like a
translucent
gem stone
46 Cote mama
47 Mil. mess
49 Fetch
50 Noblemen
52 Downplay
55 Type of daisy
5 8 Nod of the head
6 2 Cleve land team,
to fans
63 Stories
6 7 State as fact
68 Soothing
substance
69 Napoleon's fate
70 Quote an
example
71 Sawbucks
7 2 Appears
7 3 Differe nt
DOWN
1 Swill
2 Game d ivided
into c hukkers
3 Ove rwhelmed
4 Outcome
5 M ilitary hat

Located Near Campus
- - 407-679-2700 - - - - t

l
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Internet letters
Sis's slb
Quaint quarters
Israeli desert
Long way
"O don fatale,"
e .g .
Snoozes
Frivolity
Loafer
Old-time info
sources
Port duty
Not as sizable
Sets of clothing
Burpee products
Anew
_ Jeane Baker
More competent
Fish with a net
Levies
Harsh criticism
Vary long
period
Needless
c omm o tion s
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Last issue solved
53 Fruits of palm
trees
54 Moderates
55 Jazz singing
56 Golfer Irwin
57 Mary Kay
competitor

Diabolical
Earns a profit
Family chart
Lum berjack's
tool
65 Prevarication
66 Shade tree

59
60
61
64

I

Solution and new puzzles innext issue's Classifieds

www.workforstudents.com

•

How Do I Text
UCFNEWS to 44636?
Do you want to get
news and updates
from the Central
Florida Future?
Reply A to set alert.

I•

Grab your cell phone.

2.

Select messages on your
main menu

3.

Write a new text message,
"UCFNEWS"

4.

Send this message to 44636
(41NFO).
Reply A and begin receiving
news alerts about UCF!

Receive FREE, real-time news and alerts on your cell phone from the Central Florida Future. Just text a keyword, like UCFNEWS,
to 44636. For a list of other info you can get on your cell, text MENU to 44636. Now you can be in the know while on the go!
*Carr,ier t e xt fnessaging rates apply
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